Malaysian citizens who want to leave the country for the purpose of:
• Official visits (meetings & conferences) and
• Business, treatment / medical and emergency purposes

FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRAVELING AND HOLIDAYS IS NOT ALLOWED

Spouse/Children of Malaysian or Permanent Resident

Application to enter Malaysia for spouses / children of Malaysian citizen or spouses / children of MyPR holders who do not possess Visit Pass (Long Term)

Foreigners or Permanent Resident (MyPR) who wish to enter Malaysia with purpose of official and business, medical, emergency or death

Foreign Workers/Maid

Application should be made only by the Employer

Eligible for expatriate / skilled worker / knowledge worker with an active pass who had exited Malaysia during movement control order (MCO) and currently stranded abroad.

Eligible for MM2H pass holder who had exited Malaysia during movement control order (MCO) and currently stranded abroad.

RGL & PCA

RGL eligible for all nationalities who are legally residents in Singapore, who need to make a single entry essential travel including for business and official purposes in Malaysia.

PCA eligible for citizens and permanent residents of Singapore who hold Long Term Social Visit Pass (LTSVP) for business or work purposes in Malaysia.

Jabatan Imigresen Malaysia
@imigresenmy
imigresen
MYTRAVELPASS2.0 – BAGAIMANA MEMBUAT PERMOHONAN?

HOW TO APPLY?

1. Layari / Browse to:
   - https://www.imi.gov.my atau/or
   - https://mtp.imi.gov.my

2. Pilih Kategori Permohonan/
   Select Category

   Klik Butang “Agree And Proceed” /
   Read and understand Terms and Conditions.
   Click “Agree And Proceed”

4. Isikan semua maklumat diri dan butiran
   permohonan. Klik butang “Submit”/
   Fill in all personal information and application
   details then click “Submit”.

5. Semak status penerimaan di emel/
   Notification will be sent to your email.
SYARAT-SYARAT UMUM
GENERAL REQUISITES

SEMUA PELAWAT PERLU
MENJALANI PROSEDUR
PEMERIKSAAN KESIHATAN DI PINTU
MASUK
TRAVELLERS WILL BE
SUBJECTED TO HEALTH
SCREENING AT THE POINT
OF ENTRY

SEMUA PELAWAT TERIKAT
KEPADA PROSEDUR,
PERATURAN DAN UNDANG-
UNDANG IMIGRESEN YANG
DIUKTUAKUASAKAN DI PINTU
MASUK.
ALL TRAVELLERS ARE
SUBJECTED TO EFFECTIVE
IMMIGRATION PROCEDURES, RULES AND
REGULATION DURING
IMMIGRATION CLEARANCE
AT POINT OF ENTRY.

KELULUSAN YANG
DIBERIKAN HANYA UNTUK
PERJALANAN SEHALA.
PELAWAT PERLU
MENGEMUKAKAN
PERMOHONAN BARU
UNTUK PERJALANAN
SETERUSNYA.
APPROVAL GRANTED IS
ONLY FOR SINGLE
JOURNEY. APPLICANTS
NEED TO SUBMIT A NEW
APPLICATION FOR THE NEXT
TRIP.

PELAWAT MESTI
MEMUAT TURUN,
MENDAFTAR DAN
MENGAKTIFKAN
APLIKASI MUDAH ALIH
MYSEJAHTERA SEBELUM
MASUK KE MALAYSIA.
TRAVELLERS MUST
CHECK-IN
MYSEJAHTERA MOBILE
APPLICATION UPON
ARRIVAL AT RESPECTIVE
POINT OF ENTRY.

SEKIRANYA PELAWAT
MEMBERIKAN MAKLUMAT
YANG SALAH / TIDAK TEPAT,
ATAU MENGEMUKAKAN
DOKUMEN PALSU,
TINDAKAN TEGAS AKAN
DIAMBIL DI BAWAH
SEKSYEN 56(1)(F) AKTA
IMIGRESEN 1959/63.
ANY FALSE REPORTS /
STATEMENTS /
REPRESENTATIONS ARE AN
OFFENCE UNDER THE
SECTION 56(1)(F)
IMMIGRATION ACT 1959/63.
2. PILIH KATEGORI PERMOHONAN/SELECT CATEGORY

a) Reciprocal Green Lane (RGL)
b) Periodical Commuting Arrangement (PCA)
c) Permohonan masuk ke Malaysia oleh warga asing kategori pasangan Warganegara Malaysia / pasangan Penduduk Tetap (PR) / anak Warganegara Malaysia/ anak kepada Penduduk Tetap (PR)
d) Permohonan keluar Negara oleh Warganegara
e) Permohonan masuk ke Malaysia oleh warga asing (Pas Lawatan Sosial) / Penduduk Tetap (PR)
f) Permohonan masuk ke Malaysia oleh majikan bagi kategori PRA dan PLKS
g) Permohonan masuk ke Malaysia oleh warga asing kategori Ekspatriat
h) Permohonan masuk ke Malaysia oleh warga asing kategori Malaysia My Second Home (MM2H)
3. BACA DAN FAHAMI SYARAT-SYARAT PERMOHONAN/ READ AND UNDERSTAND TERMS AND CONDITIONS

ENTRY APPLICATIONS FOR SPOUSE OF MALAYSIAN / SPOUSE OF MALAYSIAN PERMANENT RESIDENT / CHILDREN OF MALAYSIAN CITIZEN / CHILDREN OF PERMANENT RESIDENT

ELECTRONIC SPOUSE & CHILDREN (e-SC)

BEFORE TRAVELLING TO MALAYSIA

PREREQUISITES INFO

- Application to enter Malaysia for all foreign spouses / children of Malaysian citizen / MyPR holders who do not possess Visit Pass (Long Term)
- All foreign spouses / children of Malaysian citizen / MyPR holders must apply for Visit Pass (Long Term) upon arrival
- Applicant must install, register and activate MySejahtera mobile application before departure
- All applicants (spouses) must have registered their marriages in Malaysia or endorsed by the Malaysian High Commission / Embassy
- Applicants will bear the costs of COVID-19 test and the 14 days compulsory quarantine upon entry
- Applicants who require visa to enter Malaysia will have to obtain visa before travelling to Malaysia. Kindly refer to the link below for countries requiring Visa. (https://www.visa.gov.my/porto2017/index.php/pages/permohonan-visit-pass/visa-eng-kual-negara.html)
- For holders of Visit Pass (Long Term) spouse and child of citizen / Permanent Resident whose Pass has expired can apply to enter Malaysia and renew their passes at Immigration Office by way of appointments
- All appointments with Malaysian Immigration Department have to be done via System Terminologi Online (STO) at http://sto.imi.gov.my/ime-temparaju

APPLICATION PROCESS

a) Documents and information to be provided by applicant for online application (to be uploaded):
   - Passport (biometric data page)
   - Long Term Pass
   - Marriage Certificate for Muslims and Non-Muslims issued by National Registration Department / Malaysian Embassies / High Commission
   - Children’s Passport (biometric data page)
   - IC / MyPR of spouse
b) e-SC (approval) will be issued (via e-mail)

ARIVAL IN MALAYSIA

- Travellers must check-in to MySejahtera mobile application upon arrival at respective point of entry
- Travellers to present passport and e-SC Approval during immigration clearance at point of entry.
- To undertake a COVID-19 PCR / RTK-Antigen test at point of entry (applicable only for KLIA, KLIA2 and Penang International Airport) or within 24 hours post-arrival in Malaysia (at any other points of entry), at own COST
  - If tested positive for COVID-19 test, the traveller will be promptly accorded the necessary medical treatment by the Government of Malaysia
  - If tested negative for COVID-19 test, the traveller will be escorted to the designated Quarantine Stations for the 14 days compulsory quarantine, at own cost.
- All travellers are subjected to effective immigration procedures, rules and regulations during immigration clearance at point of entry.

IMPORTANT NOTE

1. Entry into Malaysia is subject to approval and Immigration’s vetting. The approval is not given automatically.
2. If the Applicant applies incorrect / inaccurate information, or submit fraudulent documents, stern action will be taken under the Immigration Act 1859/83.

AGREE AND PROCEED
4. **ISIKAN SEMUA BUTIRAN PERMOHONAN / FILL IN ALL APPLICATION DETAILS**

**Application Form**

*NOTE:*  
- (*) Mandatory field

*Entry / Exit Start Date:* 
*Entry / Exit End Date:* 

*Category:* PERMISSION TO ENTER MALAYSIA (SPOUSE OF MALAYSIAN / RESIDENCE PASS)

**Sponsor/Employer/Applicant Contact Information**

*NOTE:*  
- (*) Mandatory field

**ROC Number / NRIC Number:** 
**Sponsor/Employer/Applicant Name:** 
**Contact Person:** 
**Address (In Malaysia):** 
**Postcode:** 
**State:** Please Choose 
**Mobile Number:**

*Start Date – End Date refer to targeted date to Enter/Exit Malaysia.*

*For Employer, key in your ROC No.
For Individual key in your IC number*
4. ISIKAN SEMUA BUTIRAN PERMOHONAN / FILL IN ALL APPLICATION DETAILS

*check your details before SUBMIT

*False/irrelevant document will result in your application being rejected
Please take note, application can only been submitted once at a time. If mistake happen while keying in/uploading the documents, cancellation/resubmit is not allowed until the last application is processed.

Please check your details before SUBMIT.

I hereby declare that the information provided is true and correct. I understand that the decision on my application will be decided by the Immigration of Malaysia. Any false, misleading or incomplete statements may result in the rejection of my application.
Any inquiries related to MTP can be channelled through SPO at http://eapp.imi.gov.my/tanya/create
TERIMA KASIH

Portal: Jabatan Imigresen Malaysia
https://www.imi.gov.my
My Travel Pass (MTP)
https://mtp.imi.gov.my
Sistem Pertanyaan Online (SPO):
http://eapp.imi.gov.my/spo
Sistem Temujanji Online (STO):
http://sto.imi.gov.my
Facebook: Jabatan Imigresen Malaysia
https://www.facebook.com/imigresen
Soalan Lazim Pasca Perintah Kawalan Pergerakan